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GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for allowing me to review this interesting article.  

 This very thorough protocol includes many avenues of investigation,  
 but I will concentrate predominately on the primary outcome  

 measure – adherence to evidence-based guidelines. I think that  

 there are three areas that could be described to improve the  

 confidence that readers will have in your research.  

 Firstly, I think it is important to know more about the setting. While  
 urban emergency departments (EDs) often follow a standard  

 pattern, rural EDs are more varied. I think that the rural EDs in this  

 study average about 18,000 presentations per year (from my  

 calculations, I may be wrong). Are there 3 similar sized EDs, or is  

 one much larger? Does the medical workforce consist of visiting  

 general practitioners, onsite doctors, or a mix? How experienced are  

 the doctors? As they are the major comparator, it is important to  

 know if they are postgraduate year 1 or 5. Are they in training  

 programs? It would also be useful to know how experienced the  

 Emergency Nurse Practitioners (ENPs) are.  

 What are the arrangements for consulting emergency, general  
 physician or cardiology specialists? Consulting colleagues is an  

 important part of collaborative practice. It should not be seen as a  

 negative for either ENPs or Medical Officers, but it would be useful  

 to know.  

 How close to other cardiac services are these emergency  
 departments? Perhaps the Cardiac ARIA index could be used?1  

 Similarly, how do the ENPs work? Do they work 24 hours per day?  
 The difference between outcomes for acute coronary syndromes  

 treated in hours and out of hours are well described.2 A bias may be  

 introduced if one group was treating patients day and night, and the  

 other only in the day. Can the ENPs or medical officers pick which  

 patients they see? It is not described, but are patients allocated  
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 randomly to ENPs or Medical officers once they are known to be 
 suitable for this study? (That might be too hard to arrange, but could 
 be mentioned as a limitation). 

 Secondly, I think there needs to be more detail about the data 
 abstraction tool. Although it is not as widely known and accepted as 
 the references given in the BMJ instruction to authors, Worster and 
 Haines outline how medical record reviews can be made more 
 reliable3. A key challenge with this type of research is deciding what 
 to do if no information is recorded about an important parameter. 
 Some things may be expected to be well recorded (medications 
 given, for instance) but others are not. If a patient risk factor is not 
 recorded, is it considered that the question was not asked, or was 
 not recorded? It is important to document well, but a finding that 
 ENPs document better, is not quite the same as ENPs provide more 
 evidence-based care. It is also important to decide in advance what 
 to do with certain answers. For instance, if repeat troponin testing is 
 performed one hour early or late, is that not complying with 
 evidence-based care? This kind of concern is why it is important to 
 describe exactly who is abstracting the data, how they are trained, 
 and if they are blinded. Could the Queensland pathway or the data 
 abstraction forms mentioned be included as supplementary 
 material? 

 Thirdly, it is not clear how the research will account for the 
 Hawthorne effect. Will the ENPs know they are having their chest 
 pain treatment assessed? Will the Medical Officers? It is hard to 
 keep anything secret in a small ED, so perhaps you have a system 
 where all ENPs and rotating Medical Officers are informed of the 
 study. 

 You may have already addressed most or all of these issues, but 
 describing them will add to the confidence that readers can have in 
 your eventual results. 
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GENERAL COMMENTS While the protocol was quite clear and detailed for the most part, I 
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 would have expected some aspects to have been better described, 
 but most of these are relatively minor and don't need attention for 
 publication of the protocol as a whole. I believe one thing that should 
 be clarified, however, is what the patient is consenting for. It's not 
 clear to me if the patient is only consenting to the collection of 
 information and the completion of the study instruments, or to having 
 their condition evaluated by an ENP in the first place? I assume it's 
 the former, but I'm not absolutely sure. It will be quite easy for this to 
 be clarified with an additional sentence or two in the relevant 
 section. My major issue is that I think a protocol like this should have 
 a potential limitations section, placed between the ethical 
 considerations section and the conclusion. I'm sure the authors 
 know exactly what the potential limitations are, and I can certainly 
 see several. So a paragraph detailing these and their potential 
 impact, along with why they can't be avoided, is, I believe, definitely 
 required. 

  
REVIEWER Susan Barnason 

 UNMC College of Nursing 
 Lincoln, NE 
 USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 16-Dec-2014 

  
GENERAL COMMENTS The protocol manuscript is very well written. Good overview of 

 protocol that is clearly articulated. 
 
 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 
 

Tim Baker, Centre for Rural Emergency Medicine, Deakin University: 

 
I think it is important to know more about the setting. While urban EDs often follow a standard pattern, 

rural EDs are more varied. I think that the rural EDs in this study average about 18 000 presentations 

per year (from my calculations, I may be wrong). Are there 3 similar sized EDs, or is one much 

larger? Does the medical workforce consist of visiting general practitioners, onsite doctors, or a mix? 

How experienced are the doctors? As they are the major comparator, it is important to know if they 

are postgraduate year 1 or 5. Are they in training programs? It would be useful to know how 

experienced the ENPs are. 

 
A description of the study hospitals is provided in the section setting (see the ‘Tracked Changes’ 
in the revised manuscript) 

 
More detail required about the data abstraction tool. 

 
Data abstraction tools for the study and nested cohorts have been provided as supplementary 

files. Additional information regarding the data abstraction tool has also been provided in the 

manuscript within the section “Instruments” (see the ‘Tracked Changes’ in the revised manuscript) 

 
Does the research account for the Hawthorne effect? 

 
All clinicians have been made aware of the study. Signs reminding clinicians about the study are 

prominently located in all participating EDs. A recent systematic review1 did not find evidence in 

support of a single effect (which can be called the Hawthorne effect) on health care 

professionals being directly observed or otherwise made aware of being studied. 
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Robert Meek, Monash Health, Emergency Medicine, Melbourne, Australia: 

 
What is the patient consenting to? It’s not clear to me if the patient is only consenting to the collection 

of information and the completion of the study instruments, or to having their condition evaluated by 

an ENP in the first place? The current practice at each of these facilities involves the use of the 

Australasian Triage Scale to ensure that patients are treated in order of clinical urgency. The next 

available clinician (ENP or medical officer) is responsible for providing care to patients in order of 

clinical urgency. 

 
Eligible patients will be invited participate in this study. Participation in this research will involve the 

completion of a patient questionnaire at baseline, the use of routinely collected data and completion 

of follow-up patient questionnaire.  
(see the ‘Tracked Changes’ in the revised manuscript) 

 
… protocol like this should have a potential limitations section, placed between the ethical 

considerations section and the conclusion. Limitations of the study will be included in 

subsequent manuscripts that report the study findings. 

 
Review of contemporary research reporting study protocols did not demonstrate a trend toward 
the reporting of study limitations within these protocols. 
 
 
 
1 McCambridge, J.,Witton, J. & Elbourne, D.R. (2014) Systematic review of the Hawthorne effect: 

New concepts are needed to study research participation effects. J Clin Epidemiol; 67(267-277) 
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